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SEI FESTIVAL
SEI Festival is a music festival founded in 2006 by the cooperative CoolClub to promote independent Italian 
and international music. Multi-disciplinary, cultural and recreative activities, mainly linked to the world of 
music, take place during the festival: concerts, previews, book signings, workshops, vinyl market dedicated 
to a young and mature audience at the same time. Artists like Arab Strap, Black Midi, Bombino, Cat Power, 
Dengue Dengue Dengue, Kings of Convenience, Joan As Police woman, Vinicio Capossela performed at the 
festival.

 SALENTO AREA     AUG     Cesare Liaci     amministrazione@coolclub.it

TÉLAMURÉ
Three musicians from Southern Italy, three “tarantella” specialists that bring in their shows the atmosphere, 
the genuineness and the euphoria of the traditional fests of their land. Télamuré - Tarantella Roots develop 
its own identity respecting the traditional roots and looking for a more modern and charming sound, with 
an archaic allure. The members of the band are multi-instrumentalists and singers and they received their 
musical education by direct transmission. Apotropaic, their latest show, is a anthem to the traditions and 
their power.

 SALENTO AREA      Francesco Semeraro     francesco.semeraro@gmail.com

VIVA! International Music Festival Valle D’Itria
Viva! is an international festival held the first week of August. The 2022 edition, the sixth, was 
unquestionably the one that met with the greatest consensus both from the point of view of critics and the 
public.

With 15,000 admissions, Viva 2022 has proven to have become an international adult festival. Now the 2023 
edition is already in the works and wants to try to embrace a wide range of sounds from around the world.  
Womex is therefore an excellent showcase within which to be able to discover the news in the world of music.

 VALLE D’ITRIA AREA     AUG     Giovanni Laterza     turnesrl2016@gmail.com

TAM TAM TAMBURREDDHU FESTIVAL
Festival was born in 2015 from the idea of of Claudio “Cavallo” Giagnotti – the leader of Mascarimirì - to 
enhance the main instrument of the Salento tradition, “Lu Tamburreddhu”. 
Tamburreddhu – the tipical Salento frame drum - is the base of the pizzica pizzica, without it we cannot 
speak of the pizzica pizzica true sound.
The presence of national and international artists involved in the Festival helps us to start a comparison 
between “Lu Tamburreddhu” and other Mediterranean percussions.

 SALENTO AREA      DEC 2022     Claudio Giagnotti     info@mascarimiri.com
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PARTY IN COLLINA
PARTY IN THE HILL it’s a review of world music, set in a magical place in Salento - the Hill of San Giovanni 
a Giuggianello, started in 2015 by of Claudio “Cavallo” Giagnotti - the leader of historic Salento band 
Mascarimirì. 
The review is a world music festival centered on the concept of dancing, with a weekly appointment from 
May to September in a unique garden of Salento - the Giardino del Follaro.

The line up is characterized by the representation of various currents of world music, represe

 LECCE      MAY / SEP 2023     Claudio Giagnotti     info@mascarimiri.com

CASA DELLE ARTI
Casa delle Arti is a cultural and social enterprise project that is measured with the management of one of 
the most innovative public entertainment spaces in our Region, recognized as one of the most functional and 
equipped structures in the Italian live-club music circuit.
From the point of view of artistic content, at least 70% of Live on the bill, are entirely dedicated to regional 
“premieres” and exclusive international events, with an articulated musical offer between different genres.

 CONVERSANO (BA)     All Year Long     Stefano Coppola     casadellearti@gmail.com

DI VOCE IN VOCE
“Di voce in voce” is the music festival dedicated to world music, now in its fourteenth edition, conceived 
and organized by the Radicanto Cultural Association of Bari at the Abeliano Theater in Bari and the Traetta 
theater in Bitonto (Ba), enjoying growing success of critics and audiences, to become one of the leading 
exhibitions in the sector in central and southern Italy.
The festival is organized with the support of the Puglia Region and the Municipalities of Bari and Bitonto.

 BARI / BITONTO (BA)     SEP / OCT     Giuseppe De Trizio     info@radicanto.it

CINZELLA
The “CINZELLA FESTIVAL is a festival born in 2017 and which in a few years has grown to be recognized as 
one of the best Italian festivals thanks to the quality of the proposed program, the institutional partners, 
the proposed art forms (music, cinema, photography, literature) and its mission: valorisation of the territory 
through the promotion of cultural events. An international festival, with audiences from all over Europe 
thanks to a billboard that over the years has hosted among others: FRANZ FERDINAND, IDLES, PETER 
MURPHY,TRICKY, DIGITALISM.

 TARANTO     AUG / SEP     Giovanni Raimondi     produzione@afo6.it

Levante a Cappella Festival
The Levante A Cappella Festival is an event dedicated to vocal music performed without musical 
instruments.

 BARI     AUG     Nicola Fabio Lepore     fabio@fabiolepore.it

Locus Festival
Locus festival takes place in Italy, in Puglia region pursuing a vision based on creating the perfect balance 
between quality and popularity of its overall proposal. It started from a local dimension in 2005, in the 
small and cosy old-town of Locorotondo (Bari), but it took only a few years to raise to an international 
level, with an evident global inspiration developed with love and dedication throughout all these years. 
Locus means to be a way to enhance the territory, the openess to any kind of music and culture overcoming 
music boundaries, attracting many people from all over Italy and from abroad and offer them an experience between art, 
gastronomy, wine and great national and international music.  Some of the acts that played at Locus through the recent years 
are: Bonobo, Four Tet, Mulatu Astatke,  Robert Glasper, Ms Lauryn Hill, Nils Frahm, Laura Mvula, George Clinton, Jacob Collier, 
Seun Kuti, Ben Harper, Quantic, Azymuth, Mauskovic Dance Band and many more.

 BARI     SUMMER     Gianni Buttiglione     gianni@bassculture.it

BALLATI! Festa della Tradinnovazione
Ballati! in Salento dialect means “let’s dance!” and this name explains the idea of the festival, centered on 
Salento music in its many forms, all with a common denominator - to make people dance and feel free.
Ballati! La festa della Tradinnovazione festival was born in 2001 from an idea of Claudio “Cavallo” Giagnotti 
– the leader of historic Salento band Mascarimirì. Is a Festival dedicated to the traditional music of Salento, 
and beyond, and to its innovations and experiments.

 SALENTO AREA      AUG 2022     Claudio Giagnotti     info@mascarimiri.com

FESTIVAL METROPOLITANO BARI IN JAZZ
In July to August the Metropolitan Bari in Jazz Festival will take place in the Metropolitan City of Bari, 
the festival that for over a decade has been one of the leading summer events in our Region. The Festival 
Metropolitan Bari in Jazz, is one of the most innovative in the festival scene in Italy and beyond. Is 
recognized as the quality of the program, the originality of the offer and the enthusiastic participation of 
internationally renowned musicians.

 BARI/LECCE AREA      JUL /SEP 2023     Koblan Bonaventure Amissah    koblan@abusuan.com


